Introduction {#sec0005}
============

Pyramidal cells (PC; also termed principal cells) are the major excitatory neuron type in the cerebral cortex and represent 70--85% of all neurons in the mammalian cortex ([@bib0085]; [@bib0340]). With rare exceptions, PCs are the only projection neurons of the cerebral cortex ([@bib0060]; [@bib0525]; [@bib0090]). The generic anatomy of PCs in the neocortex is characterized by a pyramidal soma, two distinct dendritic domains emanating from the base and apex of the soma (basal and apical dendrites, respectively), and a single axon projecting long distances targeting other brain regions while proximally to the soma emerging out several collateral branches that further bifurcate and arborize within the neocortex. Basal dendrites fan out around the soma while the apical dendrites ascend toward the pia, in many cases giving off oblique dendrites en route and terminating in a tuft of dendrites in layer 1 or other layers. Both basal and apical dendrites typically bear a high density of spines except of occasional atypical ones ([@bib0090]; [@bib0485],[@bib0490]). The single axon branches minor collaterals profusely within the layer of origin, across neighboring layers and also projecting horizontally with varied distances forming a cluster cross multiple layers. At the extremes, some PCs have only local collaterals without extrinsic connections while some neurons may have mainly extrinsic projections with a few or no local collaterals (see review, ([@bib0430]). The main axons of typical PCs projects long distances targeting single or multiple cortical and subcortical regions in the ipsilateral and/or contralateral hemispheres, such as the thalamus, superior colliculus, pontine nuclei, pretectal area, striatum, and contralateral cortex ([@bib0420]).

While it has been well established that PCs generally differ in their overall size and length of the apical and basal dendrites, the stereotypical arborization of an apical dendrite oversimplifies much of the diversification within each layer ([@bib0125]; [@bib0200]; [@bib0340]; [@bib0435]). For example, apical dendrites can be thin or thick and may or may not reach layer 1, do not always form a tuft and some apical dendrites from the infragranular layer only project as far as layer 4 where they may or may not form a tuft. Layer 6 PCs are the most diversified with some apical dendrites projecting horizontally along the layer and even "upside down" with their apical dendrites projecting towards the white matter. Apical dendrites impart unique functional properties to PCs and form the basis for the generation of key synaptic and active events such as back propagating action potentials, Ca^2+^ spikes that propagate from their dendritic initiation sites to the soma, and integrating synaptic inputs from different cortical layers along a spectrum of temporal coincidence windows ([@bib0275]; [@bib0280]; [@bib0410]; [@bib0450]; [@bib0485],[@bib0490]; [@bib0445]). The terminal tuft formed at the end of the apical dendrite is electrotonically remote and expresses different concentrations of ion channels and probably also receptors ([@bib0175]), enabling local events such as persistent Ca^2+^ spikes by strong distal synaptic input ([@bib0010]; [@bib0455]; [@bib0460]; [@bib0185]; [@bib0365]) or by distributed synchronous input onto different tuft branches ([@bib0285]). This regenerative activity appears to be important for binding top-down (from association areas) and bottom-up streams of input (from primary sensory and motor areas) to the neocortex that could shape the output firing pattern of PCs ([@bib0330]; [@bib0510]; [@bib0280]). PCs that can be distinguished by the morphology of their apical dendrites also often show different firing patterns and seem to form distinct synaptic sub-networks within and across the layers ([@bib0565]; [@bib0135]). The apical dendrites of PCs display electric resonance, which can amplify the intensity and duration of electrical activity of a neuron over a specific frequency range, impact local field potentials and hence the resulting EEG ([@bib0370]) and seems to contribute to attention mechanisms ([@bib0260]).

Generally, PCs of the same morphological type have largely the same distal targeting regions as revealed by the studies on projections of PCs mainly from infragranular layers of the neocortex ([@bib0385]; [@bib0545]; [@bib0520]). Their remote targets (cortical, subcortical, ipsilateral and contralateral) are genetically determined early on during differentiation and prior to the migration of the neurons to their destination layers ([@bib0385]; [@bib0520]), similar to intrinsic mechanisms to determine basal dendritic field structure by the area locating the somata ([@bib0120]). Finer analyses of their axonal and dendritic arborization, particularly their apical dendrites, suggest an association between dendritic features and differences in their target projections ([@bib0270]; [@bib0245]; [@bib0230]; [@bib0210]; [@bib0145]; [@bib0150]; [@bib0290]; [@bib0375]; [@bib0255]; [@bib0345]). Specific dendritic features, mainly those of apical dendrites, also correlate with how the local axon arborizes ([@bib0290]; [@bib0295]).

A number of systematic classification schemes have been proposed based the size and shape of the apical dendrite as well as the soma locations, the axonal projection, the chemical composition, connectivity, *etc*. ([@bib0535]; [@bib0210],[@bib0215]; [@bib0590]; [@bib0310]; [@bib0540]; [@bib0315]; [@bib0495]; [@bib0475]; [@bib0255]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0395]; [@bib0505]; [@bib0240]; [@bib0340]). Especially, a great progress has been made in the reconstruction and simulation of a cortical column of primary somatosensory cortex (SSC) ([@bib0340]). Putting forward from this study, here we proposed a simplified classification scheme for PCs in all layers of SSC mainly by identifying apical dendritic morphology based on a large dataset of 3D neuron reconstruction. By referring previous studies, mainly on primary sensory cortices, reasonable correlations have been explored between PCs classified according to the simplified scheme and their long-distance projections and other neuronal and synaptic dynamic features.

Methods {#sec0010}
=======

From the Blue Brain Project (BBP) databank (<https://bbp.epfl.ch/nmc-portal>), 471 pyramidal neurons were obtained, which were the neurons originally filled and stained with biocytin following whole-cell patch-clamp recordings and reconstructed with Neurolucida system (MBF Bioscience, USA) from all layers of the somatosensory cortex (SSC) in 300 μm thick brain slices of 14 to 18 days old Wistar rats ([@bib0335]; [@bib0165]; [@bib0555]; [@bib0560]; [@bib0565]; [@bib0340]). The numbers of studied neurons were 1 in layer 1, 43 in layer 2, 44 in layer 3, 89 in layer 4, 161 in layer 5, 133 in layer 6. This dataset was considered as the most systematic morphological dataset so far including different excitatory neuronal types from all 6 cortical layers of rat SSC, which were collected under a consistent experimental condition.

The classification was carried out by subjective observation of morphological features and by combining the quantitative analysis of studied neurons, mainly their apical dendrites. Meanwhile, features of basal dendrites and local axons were also referred. This scheme has yielded three types in layer 2, two in layer 3, three in layer 4, four in layer 5, and six types in layer 6 ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Most of the PC types have been classified in a recently published work, in which the validation of the subjectively classified cell types have been made with an objective method of supervised hierarchical clustering with feature selection ([@bib0340]). In the current study by adding 164 newly reconstructed excitatory neurons (including 1 PC in layer 1), the classification of PCs were further refined, making up for the insufficiencies in datasets for some neuron types in the former study. While the neuron types in layers 4 and 5 were unchanged but renamed in a better systematic way throughout all 6 layers, the formerly pooled L2/3 PCs were refined into five subtypes (three in layer 2 and two in layer 3), and a narrow PC (*i.e*., L6_TPC:C) and a L6_HPC were clearly defined in layer 6. This scheme has lead to 19 excitatory cell types across 6 layers of the SSC instead of 13 excitatory cell types described in the former study. Although the morphology scheme was simplified by focusing on the most representative features of an excitatory cell type, the spectrum of cell types was not narrowed down and the neuronal diversity was even enriched in terms of morphological types of neurons in the SSC.Table 1Morphological classification of excitatory neurons in the SSC of juvenile rats.Table 1layerPC typePC subtypefull namemain apical featuresused name in publicationslayer 2L2_TPCL2_TPC:ALayer 2 Tufted PC_Atufted, late bifurcating, small tuftL2/3 PCL2_TPC:BLayer 2 Tufted PC_Btufted, early bifurcating, broad tuftL2/3 PCL2_IPCLayer 2 Inverted PCinverted, later bifurcating, small tuft  layer 3L3_TPCL3_TPC:ALayer 3 Tufted PC_Atufted, late bifurcating, multiple obliquesL2/3_PCL3_TPC:BLayer 3 Tufted PC_Btufted, late bifurcating, no/a few obliquesL2/3_PC  layer 4L4_TPCLayer 4 Tufted PCtufted, late bifurcating, small tuftL4_PCL4_UPCLayer 4 Untufted PCuntufted PCL4_SP (star PC)L4_SSCLayer 4 Spiny Stellate Cellno apical clearly outlinedL4_SS (stellate cell)  layer 5L5_TPCL5_TPC:ALayer 5 Tufted PC_Atufted, late bifurcating, broad tuftL5_TTPC (thick tufted PC, simple PC)L5_TPC:BLayer 5 Tufted PC_Btufted, early bifurcating, broad tuftL5_TTPC (thick tufted PC, complex PC)L5_TPC:CLayer 5 Tufted PC_Ctufted, late bifurcating, small tuftL5_STPC (slender PC)L5_UPCLayer 5 Untufted PCuntuftedL5_UTPC (untufted PC)  layer 6L6_TPCL6_TPC:ALayer 6 Tufted PC_Atufted, late bifurcating, small tuftL6_TPC_L1 and L6_TPC_L4L6_TPC:CLayer 6 Tufted PC_Ctufted, narrow, late bifurcating, small tuftL6 narrow PCL6_UPCLayer 6 Untufted PCuntuftedL6_UTPCL6_IPCLayer 6 Inverted PCinverted, later bifurcating, small tuftL6 inverted PCL6_BPCLayer 6 Bipolar PC1 upward apical and 1 downward apicalL6 bipolar PCL6_HPCLayer 6 Horizontal PChorizontal, long segmentsL6 horizontal PCFig. 1**Subjective classification of PCs in the six layers of somatosensory cortex of juvenile rats.** The classification was performed simply based on the morphological features of the apical dendrites: three types in layer 2 (A), two types in layer 3 (B), three types in layer 4 (C), four types in layer 5 (D), and six types in layer 6 (E). Reconstructed with Neurolucida system (MBF Bioscience, USA) from biocytin-filled neurons in 300 μm thick rat brain slices, an example PC represented each PC type (L3_TPC:A had two example cells showing different axon branching patterns in layer 4). Those having axonal clusters across multiple columns had been largely severed ([@bib0040]), leaving many collateral cutting segments attached to a main axonal stem that projects down towards white matter. Note: apical dendrites in purple, basal dendrites and somata in red, axons in dark blue.Fig. 1

The reconstructed neurons were quantitative analysed in multiple measurements of somata, basal and apical dendrites and axons with a software called Neuroexplorer (MBF Bioscience, USA), from which a battery of morphological parameters were obtained as the following (see in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}): Soma size was presented as the *Area* and *Perimeter* of a soma that was traced at its maximal diameter. For the branching structures, the apical dendrite and the axon were defined as single trees while basal dendrites were defined as a dendritic cluster consisting of multiple trees depending upon their emerging sites from a soma. The *Max horizontal/vertical extend* was the maximal horizontal/vertical measurement of an apical/axonal tree or basal dendritic trees when the neuron was oriented perpendicular to the pia. The *Length* and *Surface* and *Volume* were respectively the total length, surface area and volume of a traced tree or a cluster. A segment is the section between two nodes or between a node and an end point or a starting point from soma. *Seg\#* was the total number of all branches of a traced tree or a cluster. The *Seg length*, *Seg surface* and *Seg volume* were respectively the average length, surface area and volume of total segments of a traced tree or a cluster. For the basal dendrites, the *Den\#* was, on average, the number of basal dendritic trees per neuron, and the *Tree length* was an average length of multiple basal dendritic trees. As the primary branch emanating from the soma was defined as order 1, the *Max order* was the maximal branching order of a traced apical or an axonal tree or basal dendritic trees while the *Mean order* was the average max branching order of individual trees of a basal dendritic cluster. *Tortuosity* was the ratio of the length of each branch and the straight distance between the two nodes that defined the branch. The branch angle analysis was based on averaging all angles formed in an axonal or apical tree or basal dendritic trees of a neuron and the angle measurement was reported at degrees in four different ways. *Planar angle* was the angle formed by vectors that pass through end-points of the segments forming the angle; *Local angle* was the angle formed by the intersection of the lines passing through the points closest to the node; *Local spline angle* was similar to local angle but the segments near the node have been smoothed using cubic apline; *Max angle* was defined for segments that end at nodes, which was the maximum value of the planar angles of the daughter segments (*i.e*., the other segments that are attached to the node). In addition, the average number of oblique dendrites of apical dendrites was termed *Oblique\#*, and the average distribution of boutons on an axonal tree was presented as the *Bouton density*. According to the distance close or distal to soma, an apical dendrite was divided as *proximal* and *distal* parts at their middle points for a proper description of branching locations of oblique and tuft dendrites respectively. Considering the fact that axonal collaterals of most PCs filled in slices have been severed to nearly 90% or even more ([@bib0040]), the bias in presenting data, especially of axons, have to be noticed. Relevant results were counted conditionally for the *in vitro* preparation using brain slices. Although the *in-vitro* preparation also influenced the dendrites, incomplete dendritic trees were only composed of a minor part, which would be insufficient to influence the presentation of major dendritic features of a neuron.Table 2Quantitative analysis of PCs in layer 2 of rat SSC.Table 2L2_TPC:AL2_TPC:BL2_IPC*t*-test(n = 6)(n = 33)(n = 4)TPC:A *vs*. TPC:BSomaPerimeter(μm)56 ±259 ±2**55** ±**4**nsArea(μm²)161 ±19206 ±14180 ±17ns  Basal DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)179 ± 18189 ±6202 ±30nsMax vertical extend (μm)139 ±32168 ±7200±23nsDen\#5 ± 0.95±0.34±1.2nsLength(μm)1483 ±3032004 ±1401738 ±352nsSurface(μm²)3103 ±8214602±4453955 ±702nsVolume(μm³)630 ±2051099 ±156894 ±199nsTree length (μm)406 ±124447 ±39449 ±103nsSeg length (μm)46 ±445 ±249 ±7nsSeg surface (μm²)92 ±1299 ±6112 ±16nsSeg volume (μm³)18 ±323 ±326 ±6nsSeg\#32 ±545 ±338 ±10\< 0.05Tortuosity1.24 ±0.041.26 ±0.011.22 ±0.03nsMax order5 ±0.46 ±0.36 ±0.9nsMean order3 ±0.44 ±0.24 ±0.4nsMax angles50 ±354 ±150 ±5nsPlanar angle38 ±240 ±137 ±4nsLocal angle55 ±357 ±158 ±4nsLocal spline angle48 ±351 ±153 ±3ns  Apical DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)191 ±30247 ±12222 ±28nsMax vertical extend (μm)198 ±24237 ±8229 ±18nsLength(μm)1514 ±2722666 ± 1472659 ±229\< 0.05Surface(μm²)3439 ±7976384 ±5715750 ±890\< 0.05Volume(μm³)794 ±2231712 ±2541305 ±287\< 0.05Seg length (μm)46 ±459 ±354 ±4\< 0.05Seg surface (μm²)102 ±13140 ±12115 ±10\< 0.05Seg volume (μm³)23 ±437 ±526 ±4\< 0.05Seg\#33 ±750 ±549 ±4\< 0.05Tortuosity1.21 ±0.031.24 ±0.011.22 ±0.03nsMax order9 ±0.811 ±0.512 ±0.3nsMax angles53 ±552 ±153 ±4nsPlanar angle39 ±339 ±139 ±4nsLocal angle58 ±258 ±158 ±4nsLocal spline angle49 ±351 ±154 ±4nsOblique\#6.5 ±1.15.0 ±0.48.5 ±1.9\< 0.05  AxonMax horizontal extend (μm)410 ±127779 ±89467 ±318\< 0.05Max vertical extend (μm)494 ±116914 ±93650 ±294\< 0.05Length(μm)2315 ±8516404 ±8164043 ±2462\< 0.05Surface(μm²)2106 ±5823748 ±4222476 ±1365\< 0.05Volume(μm³)197 ±50235 ±24160 ±73nsSeg length (μm)84 ±12108 ±13217 ±151nsSeg surface (μm²)85 ±1086 ±22219 ±190nsSeg volume (μm³)9 ±18 ±322 ±21nsSeg\#25 ±664 ±738 ±19\< 0.05Tortuosity1.16 ±0.021.18 ±0.011.20 ±0.05nsMax order8 ±1.412 ±1.08 ±3.5\< 0.05Max angles81 ±673 ±278 ±7nsPlanar angle51 ±347 ±153 ±5nsLocal angle63 ±359 ±163 ±4nsLocal spline angle56 ±453 ±157 ±4nsBoton density (\#/100 μm)17 ±318 ±121 ±2NsTable 3Quantitative analysis of PCs in layer 3 of rat SSC.Table 3L3_TPC:AL3_TPC:B*t*-test(n = 35)(n = 9)TPC:A *vs*. TPC:BSomaperometer and58 ±253 ±3nsArea(μm²)195 ±10160 ±23ns  Basal DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)230 ±7230 ±14nsMax vertical extend (μm)183 ±9190 ±18nsDen\#5±0.25±0.2nsLength(μm)2410 ±1362393 ±273nsSurface(μm²)5923 ±4895298 ±1043nsVolume(μm³)1475 ±1891183 ±380nsTree length (μm)467 ±24499 ±51nsSeg length (μm)53 ±255 ±3nsSeg surface (μm²)129 ±8115 ±10nsSeg volume (μm³)31 ±424 ±5nsSeg\#46 ±244 ±6nsTortuosity1.26 ±0.011.27 ±0.03nsMax order6±0.26±0.4nsMean order4±0.14±0.3nsMax angles54 ±157 ±3nsPlanar angle41 ±143 ±2nsLocal angle59 ±159 ±2nsLocal spline angle52 ±153 ±2ns  Apical DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)190 ±7127 ±14\< 0.05Max vertical extend (μm)338 ±11377 ±30nsLength(μm)2191 ±1141157 ±108\< 0.05Surface(μm²)5594 ±4052882 ±479\< 0.05Volume(μm³)1499 ±160731 ±199\< 0.05Seg length (μm)58 ±274 ±11nsSeg surface (μm²)148 ±8171 ±25nsSeg volume (μm³)39 ±439 ±6nsSeg\#39 ±219 ±4\< 0.05Tortuosity1.24 ±0.011.23 ±0.03nsMax order11 ±0.46 ±0.8\< 0.05Max angles53 ±150 ±3nsPlanar angle38 ±135 ±2nsLocal angle58 ±153 ±2\< 0.05Local spline angle50 ±144 ±2\< 0.05Oblique\#4.9 ±0.32.3 ±0.4\< 0.05  AxonMax horizontal extend (μm)735 ±71753 ±153nsMax vertical extend (μm)859 ±75761 ±162nsLength(μm)6176 ±6955269 ±1246nsSurface(μm²)4344 ±3843563 ±910nsVolume(μm³)323 ±34279 ±79nsSeg length (μm)100 ±697 ±13nsSeg surface (μm²)84 ±975 ±12nsSeg volume (μm³)7 ±19 ±4nsSeg\#64 ±852 ±11nsTortuosity1.16 ±0.011.19 ±0.03nsMax order11 ±0.710 ±1.1nsMax angles73 ±177 ±3nsPlanar angle47 ±149 ±2nsLocal angle61 ±160 ±1nsLocal spline angle53 ±155 ±1nsBoton density (\#/100 μm)20 ±119 ±1nsTable 4Quantitative analysis of excitaory cells in layer 4 of rat SSC.Table 4L4_TPCL4_UPCL4_SSCt-test(n = 44)(n = 33)(n = 12)TPC *vs*. UPCTPC *vs*. SSCUPC *vs*. SSCSomaPerimeter(μm)64 ±260 ±257 ±2ns\< 0.05nsArea(μm²)248 ±15225 ±14180 ±7ns\< 0.05\< 0.05  Basal DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)263 ±10242 ±13272±32nsnsnsMax vertical extend (μm)212 ±10219 ±14203 ±22nsnsnsDen\#6±0.25±0.35±0.3\< 0.05\< 0.05nsLength(μm)2387 ±1551899±1562141 ±149\< 0.05nsnsSurface(μm²)5917 ±4814805±4444742 ±357nsnsnsVolume(μm³)1550 ±1891303 ±1731066 ±119ns\< 0.05nsTree length (μm)435 ±29435 ±45469 ±46nsnsnsSeg length (μm)66 ±264 ±469 ±7nsnsnsSeg surface (μm²)164 ±10167 ±14155 ±17nsnsnsSeg volume (μm³)43 ±546 ±635 ±5nsnsnsSeg\#38 ±332 ±333 ±3nsnsnsTortuosity1.27 ±0.011.25 ±0.011.32 ±0.02ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Max order5±0.25±0.35±0.3nsnsnsMean order3±0.23±0.23±0.2nsnsnsMax angles56 ±157 ±155±3nsnsnsPlanar angle42 ±142 ±140 ±2nsnsnsLocal angle58 ±160 ±158 ±3nsnsnsLocal spline angle52 ±152 ±152 ±2nsnsns  Apical DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)210 ±10180 ±8169 ±14\< 0.05\< 0.05nsMax vertical extend (μm)547 ±23451 ±23191 ±14\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Length(μm)2077 ±1081496 ±761023 ±140\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Surface(μm²)5552 ±3594138 ±2942526 ±386\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Volume(μm³)1573 ±1571224 ±132657 ±113ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg length (μm)75 ±375 ±465 ±6nsnsnsSeg surface (μm²)202 ±12212 ±18165 ±23nsnsnsSeg volume (μm³)57 ±664 ±845 ±9nsnsnsSeg\#30 ±222 ±218 ±3\< 0.05\< 0.05nsTortuosity1.24 ±0.011.22 ±0.031.31 ±0.02ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Max order10±18±0.46±0.7\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Max angles56 ±160 ±264 ±4\< 0.05nsnsPlanar angle39 ±141 ±145 ±2ns\< 0.05nsLocal angle57 ±158 ±156±3nsnsnsLocal spline angle50 ±151 ±153 ±2nsnsnsOblique\#6.4 ±0.56.4 ±0.44.5 ±0.5ns\< 0.05\< 0.05  AxonMax horizontal extend (μm)724 ±62758 ±82638 ±62nsnsnsMax vertical extend (μm)1011 ±611058 ±791103 ±90nsnsnsLength(μm)5713 ±5676237 ±7607838 ±894ns\< 0.05nsSurface(μm²)3957 ±4043605 ±3695967 ±672ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Volume(μm³)302 ±37230 ±28461 ±83nsns\< 0.05Seg length (μm)113 ±5110 ±693 ±4ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg surface (μm²)84 ±768 ±576 ±10\< 0.05nsnsSeg volume (μm³)7 ±15 ±16 ±1\< 0.05nsnsSeg\#50 ±555 ±584 ±9ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Tortuosity1.19 ±0.011.19 ±0.011.20 ±0.01nsnsnsMax order11±0.511±0.512±0.7nsnsnsMax angles81 ±278 ±172 ±3ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Planar angle52 ±151 ±147 ±1ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Local angle61 ±158 ±157 ±1\< 0.05\< 0.05nsLocal spline angle55 ±152 ±151 ±1\< 0.05\< 0.05nsBoton density (\#/100 μm)19 ±122 ±118 ±1\< 0.05ns\< 0.05Table 5Quantitative analysis of PCs in layer 5 of rat SSC.Table 5L5_TPC:AL5_TPC:BL5_TPC:CL5_UPCt-test(n = 60)(n = 38)(n = 33)(n = 30)TPC:A *vs*. TPC:BTPC:A *vs*. TPC:CTPC:A *vs*. UPCTPC:B *vs*. TPC:CTPC:B *vs*. UPCTPC:C *vs*. UPCSomaPerimeter(μm)83 ±285 ±271 ±468 ±3ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsArea(μm²)450 ±17471±17317±33326 ±29ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05ns  Basal DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)310 ±8308 ±10290 ±15265 ±12nsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsMax vertical extend (μm)252 ±8268 ±12247 ±12274 ±20nsnsnsnsnsnsDen\#7±0.27±0.36±0.36±0.3ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsLength(μm)3882 ±1844299±2102642 ±2033034±220ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsSurface(μm²)10,645 ±66111,713 ±7475689 ±4777454 ±735ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Volume(μm³)2981 ±2493285 ±2851349±1891889 ±264ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsTree length (μm)562 ±27617 ±34448 ±35500 ±30ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsSeg length (μm)65 ±259 ±272 ±469 ±6\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsSeg surface (μm²)179 ±9158 ±7160 ±11171 ±20nsnsnsnsnsnsSeg volume (μm³)52 ±544 ±339 ±544 ±7nsnsnsnsnsnsSeg\#61 ±375 ±340 ±447 ±3\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsTortuosity1.28 ±0.011.25 ±0.011.28 ±0.011.28 ±0.01\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsMax order6±0.26±0.25±0.35±0.2ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsMean order4±0.14±0.23±0.24±0.1\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Max angles55 ±157 ±153 ±157 ±2nsnsnsnsnsnsPlanar angle41 ±143 ±140 ±143 ±1nsnsnsnsnsnsLocal angle58 ±158 ±157 ±260 ±1nsnsnsnsnsnsLocal spline angle51 ±151 ±150 ±253 ±1nsnsnsnsnsns  Apical DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)356 ±10350 ±13252 ±11216 ±10ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Max vertical extend (μm)857 ±20948 ±18767 ±33596 ±28\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Length(μm)7280±2678512 ±2903522 ±2462787 ±225\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Surface(μm²)22,959±111726,835 ±14079177 ±8847360 ±773\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsVolume(μm³)8957±66410,270 ±9133151±5492232 ±328ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsSeg length (μm)69 ±266 ±377 ±375 ±5ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsSeg surface (μm²)219 ±11201 ±10202±17204 ±20nsnsnsnsnsnsSeg volume (μm³)87 ±873 ±566 ±1163 ±9nsns\< 0.05nsnsnsSeg\#111 ±6145 ±1152 ±642 ±4\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsTortuosity1.28 ±0.011.26 ±0.011.27 ±0.011.27±0.01nsnsnsnsnsnsMax order21 ±123 ±115 ±114 ±1ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsMax angles57 ±159 ±259 ±263 ±2nsns\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05Planar angle41 ±143 ±141 ±143 ±1nsnsnsnsnsnsLocal angle59 ±158 ±158 ±158 ±1nsnsnsnsnsnsLocal spline angle52 ±151 ±151 ±152 ±1nsnsnsnsnsnsOblique\#12.5 ±0.512.8 ±0.610.3 ±1.012.2 ±0.8nsnsns\< 0.05nsns  AxonMax horizontal extend (μm)1003 ±641035 ±69639±551104 ±78ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05Max vertical extend (μm)1046 ±56985 ±69921 ±701107 ±61nsnsnsnsns\< 0.05Length(μm)8704±6049847 ±11545741±7129079±923ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05Surface(μm²)7680±10397898 ±8003944±4145360 ±887ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsVolume(μm³)1348 ±4731012±108459 ±73453 ±118nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsSeg length (μm)107 ±495 ±4106 ±6125 ±5\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg surface (μm²)103 ±1291 ±781 ±871 ±5nsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsSeg volume (μm³)19 ±614 ±211 ±26 ±1nsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg\#84 ±699 ±1054 ±675 ±9ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05Tortuosity1.21 ±0.011.17 ±0.011.20 ±0.011.20±0.01\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsMax order12±0.512±0.510±0.512±0.7ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05Max angles70 ±168 ±176 ±272 ±1ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsPlanar angle46 ±145 ±150 ±147 ±1ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsLocal angle60 ±158 ±161 ±158 ±1nsnsnsnsnsnsLocal spline angle54 ±151 ±154 ±152 ±1\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05nsnsBoton density (\#/100 μm)15 ±116 ±121 ±121 ±1ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsTable 6Quantitative analysis of PCs in layer 6 of rat SSC.Table 6L6_TPC:AL6_TPC:CL6_UPCL6_IPCL6_BPCL6_HPC*t*-test(n = 26)(n = 18)(n = 23)(n = 27)(n = 32)(n = 7)TPC:A *vs*. TPC:CTPC:A *vs*. UPCTPC:A *vs*. IPCTPC:A *vs*. BPCUPC vs. TPC:CIPC *vs*. TPC:CBPC *vs*.TPC:CUPC *vs*. IPCUPC *vs*. BPCIPC *vs*.BPCHPC *vs* TPC:AHPC *vs* TPC:CHPC *vs* UPCHPC *vs* IPCHPC *vs* BPCSomaPerimeter(μm)53 ± 251±351 ±154 ±253 ±264±3nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Area(μm²)184 ±12159 ±9179 ±8179 ±9185 ±13243 ±10nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05  Basal DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)217 ±14161 ±7232±15248±26196 ±13407 ±85\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05Max vertical extend (μm)208 ±16123 ±7198 ±15192 ±18171 ±18360 ±51\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Den\#5 ±0.37 ±0.46 ±0.36 ±0.34 ±0.34 ±0.7\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsLength(μm)1716±1281257±921857±1881522 ±1111174 ±1032029 ±395\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsSurface(μm²)3039 ±2822150±2003500±3732540±2072063 ±2214444 ±1320\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsVolume(μm³)567±71360 ±61699 ±98464±63385 ±591145 ±469\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsTree length (μm)349 ±34203 ±20338±32299 ±38299 ±25726 ±197\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsSeg length (μm)56 ±445 ±364 ±663 ±656 ±3101±8\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg surface (μm²)96 ±780 ±9127±17103 ±8100 ±7212 ±32nsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg volume (μm³)18 ±214 ±327 ±619 ±319 ±352 ±13nsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg\#34 ±428 ±233 ±527 ±222 ±220 ±3nsnsns\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsTortuosity1.27±0.011.34 ±0.031.28±0.021.25 ±0.011.27 ±0.021.20 ±0.02\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Max order5±0.64±0.25±0.34±0.25±0.54±0.5nsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsMean order3±0.33±0.23±0.23±0.23±0.23±0.5\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsMax angles61 ±264 ±257 ±260 ±257 ±246±2nsnsnsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Planar angle44 ±142 ±442 ±142 ±238 ±234 ±1nsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsLocal angle58 ±251 ±658 ±256 ±258 ±350 ±3nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Local spline angle54 ±247 ±550 ±148±250 ±243 ±3ns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05  Apical DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)321 ±20189 ±11249 ±19312 ±22219±17431±83\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05Max vertical extend (μm)690±33731 ±53714±48397 ±32580 ±36451 ±62nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsLength(μm)3390 ±1943239±2103136±2802612±2552304±1913215 ±912nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsSurface(μm²)6120±4566413±5976242±6054797±4343955 ±2836194 ±1206nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsVolume(μm³)1192±1421403±2451425±200979 ±98766 ±831472 ±289nsnsns\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsns\< 0.05Seg length (μm)90 ±662 ±482 ±771 ±678 ±698 ±5\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05Seg surface (μm²)160 ±11122±10167 ±17138 ±11151 ±20204 ±23\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsSeg volume (μm³)31 ±426 ±438 ±531 ±432 ±651 ±10nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsSeg\#43 ±554 ±542 ±539 ±434 ±431±7nsnsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsTortuosity1.22 ±0.021.28±0.021.25 ±0.031.22 ±0.031.23±0.011.20 ±0.03nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsMax order14 ±120±114 ±112 ±112 ±17 ±1\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05Max angles59 ±266 ±263±261 ±255 ±254 ±4\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05nsnsnsPlanar angle39 ±140±342 ±143 ±136 ±240 ±3nsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsLocal angle61 ±155 ±459 ±263 ±257 ±256 ±4nsnsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsLocal spline angle52 ±151 ±253 ±152 ±149 ±149 ±3nsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsOblique\#9.2±0.714.4 ±0.912.9±1.011 ±18.6 ±0.63.7±0.8\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05ns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05  AxonMax horizontal extend (μm)778±136315 ±53798 ±113868 ±133841±98715 ±157\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsMax vertical extend (μm)560 ±50628 ±102691±87750 ±90691 ±56773 ±247nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsLength(μm)3648 ±5452503±5084670±7534947 ±8594428 ±5704518±1480nsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsSurface(μm²)2397 ±3562387 ±5173074±5053077±4672729 ±3242910±821nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsVolume(μm³)204±33254 ±62286 ±48220 ±36227 ±40251 ±88nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsSeg length (μm)125±1487 ±13106±10115 ±11113 ±7112 ±16\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsSeg surface (μm²)108 ±1991 ±1476 ±889 ±1574 ±879 ±13nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsSeg volume (μm³)14±411 ±28 ±18 ±27 ±18 ±2nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsSeg\#39 ±845 ±1951 ±1244 ±942 ±546 ±17nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsTortuosity1.23±0.031.18±0.021.19 ±0.011.19 ±0.011.17±0.011.17 ±0.02nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsMax order7 ±110 ±210 ±18 ±0.810 ±110 ±3nsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsMax angles75 ±292 ±580 ±369 ±274 ±183 ±4\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsnsPlanar angle50±262 ±454 ±247 ±249 ±155 ±4\< 0.05nsnsnsns\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsnsLocal angle62 ±263 ±262 ±262 ±262 ±165 ±6nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsLocal spline angle54±156 ±253 ±151 ±155 ±160±6nsns\< 0.05nsns\< 0.05nsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsnsnsBoton density (\#/100 μm)20±217 ±219 ±119 ±220 ±122 ±1nsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsnsns\< 0.05nsnsnsTable 7Quantitative comparison between L2_IPCs and L6_IPCs of rat SSC.Table 7L2_IPCL6_IPCt-test(n = 4)(n = 27)L2_IPC *vs*. L6_IPCSomaPerimeter(μm)55 ±454 ±2nsArea(μm²)180 ±17179 ±9ns  Basal DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)202 ±30248 ±26nsMax vertical extend (μm)200 ±23192 ±18nsDen\#4±1.26±0.3nsLength(μm)1738 ±3521522 ±111nsSurface(μm²)3955 ±7022540 ±207nsVolume(μm³)894 ±199464 ±63nsTree length (μm)449 ±103299 ±38nsSeg length (μm)49 ±763 ±6nsSeg surface (μm²)112 ±16103 ±8nsSeg volume (μm³)26 ±619 ±3nsSeg\#38 ±1027 ±2nsTortuosity1.22 ±0.031.25 ±0.01nsMax order6±0.94±0.2nsMean order4±0.43±0.2\< 0.05Max angles50 ±560 ±2nsPlanar angle37 ±442 ±2nsLocal angle58 ±456 ±2nsLocal spline angle53 ±348 ±2ns  Apical DendritesMax horizontal extend (μm)222 ±28312 ±22\< 0.05Max vertical extend (μm)229 ±18397 ±32\< 0.05Length(μm)2659 ±2292612 ±255nsSurface(μm²)5750 ±8904797 ±434nsVolume(μm³)1305 ±287979 ±98nsSeg length (μm)54 ±471 ±6\< 0.05Seg surface (μm²)115 ±10138 ±11nsSeg volume (μm³)26 ±431 ±4nsSeg\#49 ±439 ±4nsTortuosity1.22 ±0.031.22 ±0.03nsMax order12 ±0.312 ±1nsMax angles53 ±461 ±2nsPlanar angle39 ±443 ±1nsLocal angle58 ±463 ±2nsLocal spline angle54 ±452 ±1nsOblique\#9 ±211 ±1ns  AxonMax horizontal extend (μm)467 ±318868 ±133nsMax vertical extend (μm)650 ±294750 ±90nsLength(μm)4043 ±24624947 ±859nsSurface(μm²)2476 ±13653077 ±467nsVolume(μm³)160 ±73220 ±36nsSeg length (μm)217 ±151115 ±11nsSeg surface (μm²)219 ±19089 ±15nsSeg volume (μm³)22 ±218 ±2nsSeg\#38 ±1944 ±9nsTortuosity1.20 ±0.051.19 ±0.01nsMax order8 ±38 ±0.8nsMax angles78 ±769 ±2nsPlanar angle53 ±547 ±2nsLocal angle63 ±462 ±2nsLocal spline angle57 ±451 ±1nsBoton density (\#/100 μm)21 ±219 ±2ns

For the statistical analysis, un-paired student *t*-test was used to compare individual quantitative morphological parameters of single neurons between different types. The significance level for comparison was P ≤ 0.05 ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}).

Results {#sec0015}
=======

Pyramidal cells in layer 2 {#sec0020}
--------------------------

### Subjective observation ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A) {#sec0025}

The apical dendrites of PCs in layer 2 differed mainly in the bifurcating point along the apical dendrite where the tufts began to form: distal (L2PC_A) or proximal (L2PC_B). Those with a tuft bifurcating proximally also formed a more extensive dendritic tuft than those that bifurcated more distally. In addition, several L2_PCs had no typical apical dendrites, instead, had an inverted big dendrite towards deep layers, which were named layer 2 inverted PC (L2_IPC).

**L2_TPC:A** (layer 2 tufted PC_A): vertically projecting apical dendrites, distal onset of a tuft formation, forms a small tuft, multiple oblique dendrites before tuft formation.

**L2_TPC:B** (layer 2 tufted PC_B): vertically projecting apical dendrite, proximal onset (often within layer 2) of a tuft formation, forms a broader extensive tuft, multiple oblique dendrites before tuft formation.

**L2_IPC**: (layer 2 inverted PC): vertically inverted apical dendrite projecting to deep layers towards white matter, a relatively proximal or distal onset of a tuft formation, forms a relatively extensive tuft, multiple oblique dendrites.

The apical dendrites of both L2_TPC:A and L2_TPC:B types reached the pia of cortex. Very rarely, PCs looking similar to L2_TPC:A were encountered in layer 1 (named **L1_TPC**), which seemed to have "accidently" displayed there. The apical dendrites of these PCs often projected at an angle rather than simply vertically, and a main axon projected towards white matter with a few minor collaterals emerged out, which appeared similar to some of the atypically oriented layer 2 PCs in the juvenile rat neocortex as reported previously ([@bib0540]).

Pyramidal cells in layer 3 {#sec0030}
--------------------------

### Subjective observation ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B) {#sec0035}

The apical dendrites of layer 3 PCs commonly formed a tuft distally, which differed mainly in the number of oblique dendrites, either multiple (L3PC_A) or none to a few (L3PC_B) oblique dendrites.

**L3_TPC:A** (layer 3 tufted PC_A): vertically projecting apical dendrites, distal (occasionally proximal) onset of tuft formation, forms a small (occasionally extensive) tuft, multiple oblique dendrites before tuft formation.

**L3_TPC:B** (layer 3 tufted PC_B): vertically projecting apical dendrites, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a small tuft, no or a few oblique dendrites before tuft formation.

The apical dendrites of both L3PC types reached the pia of cortex.

Neuromorphometric description ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}) {#sec0040}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantitative analysis was based on 3D reconstructions of three types of layer 2 PCs (L2_TPC:A, n = 6; L2_TPC:B, n = 33; L2_IPC, n = 4), and two types of layer 3 PCs (L3_TPC:A, n = 35; L3_TPC:B, n = 9).

### Soma {#sec0045}

The soma surface area of L2_TPC:B was significantly larger than L2_TPC:A. There was not significant difference in the perimeter and the surface area between the types of layer 3 PCs.

### Basal dendrites {#sec0050}

The types of L2_PCs and L3_PCs virtually shared similar basal dendritic features respectively. Within each layer, there was no significant difference in the measurements of basal dendrites examined except that L2_TPC:B had significantly higher number of segments than L2_TPC:A. Their basal dendrites consisted of 4--5 dendritic trees with an average branch order of 4 per tree and a max branch order of 5--6. However, compared cross the two layers, the basal dendritic clusters of L3_TPCs were on average bigger than L2_TPCs (P \< 0.05) as evidenced by the increased measurements in the max horizontal extends (230 ± 6 μm *vs*. 188 ± 6 μm), the total lengths (2406 ± 119 μm *vs*. 1907 ± 119 μm) and surface areas (5795 ± 434 μ m^2^ *vs*. 4333 ± 366 μ m^2^) and volumes (1415 ± 166 μ m^3^ *vs*. 1014 ± 125 μ m^3^), and segment lengths (54 ± 1 μm *vs*. 46 ± 2 μm) and surface areas (126 ± 7 μ m^2^ *vs*. 100 ± 5 μ m^2^) and volumes (39 ± 3 μ m^3^ *vs*. 22 ± 2 μ m^3^).

### Apical dendrite {#sec0055}

The big broad extensive apical dendrites of the L2_TPC:Bs made several measurements significantly higher than the apical dendrites of L2_TPC:As in ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}), including the total apical length, surface area and volume, and segment number. On average, L2_TPC:As, however, had a significantly higher number of oblique dendrites (6.5 ± 1.1) than L2_TPC:Bs (5.0 ± 0.4). Interestingly, L2_IPCs tended to have the highest number of oblique dendrites (8.5 ± 1.9). In contrast, the simple apical dendrites of L3_TPC:Bs made several measurements significantly lower than the apical dendrites of L3_TPC:As ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}), including the maximum horizontal extent, total length, surface area and volume, segment number, maximum branch order. On average, L3_TPC:As also had more oblique dendrites (4.9 ± 0.3) in comparison with L3_TPC:Bs (2.3 ± 0.4).

Compared cross layers, although the apical dendrites of L3_PCs were vertically longer (L3_PCs: 346 ± 11 μm *vs*. L2_PCs: 231 ± 8 μm), L2_PCs (L2_TPC:A & L2_TPC:B) had broader apical dendrites (the maximum horizontal extent, L2_PCs: 239 ± 12 μm *vs*. L3_PCs: 177 ± 8 μm), longer total length (2488 ± 146 μm *vs*. 1980 ± 113 μm) and higher number of segments (47 ± 5 *vs*. 35 ± 2). The apical dendritic clusters of L2_PCs were on average ∼1.35 fold wider and ∼1.29 fold longer than those of L3_PCs. Therefore, L2_PCs, particularly the L2_TPC:Bs, have a more complex apical dendritic cluster compared with L3_PCs.

With their inverted apical dendrites L2_IPCs are similar to inverted PCs found in layer 6 (L6_IPC). The apical dendrites of L2_IPCs are about to quantitatively compare with the L6_IPCs in the layer 6 PC section below.

### Axon {#sec0060}

In comparison with L2_TPC:A, the L2_TPC:B showed a significantly larger axonal extent, total length and surface area, number of segments as well as the maximum branch order. This suggested that the L2_TPC:Bs may have denser local axonal clusters near the soma. The axons of L3_PC types were not significantly different. The density of boutons along the axon was similar in L2_PCs and L3_PCs, ranging from 18 to 21 boutons/100 μm on average.

Previous studies have pooled L2 and L3 PCs, yielding two types, which primarily differ in axonal morphology in mouse SSC ([@bib0290]). One type is typical for layer 2/3 PCs, sending axonal minor collaterals into layers 3 and 5 avoiding layer 4 (*i.e*., type I 2/3 PC in that study). The other type as a minor group is usually located at the border of layer 3 and has significantly more axonal minor collaterals distributed in layer 4 (*i.e*., type II 2/3 PC). Some L3_TPC:As in the current study look similar to the type I 2/3 PC and the L3_TPC:B looks similar to the type II 2/3 PC in that previous study. However, local axonal projections may vary depending upon different cortical areas. In the auditory cortex, L2/3 PCs have substantial axonal arbors in layer 4 as well as in layers 3 and 5 ([@bib0020]). Furthermore, excitatory inputs to L2/3 PCs received within a functional column seem all similar in the primary visual and somatosensory and auditory cortices since these PCs receive strong excitation from layers 2 and 4 ([@bib0290]; [@bib0020]).

Spiny neurons in Layer 4 {#sec0065}
------------------------

### Subjective observation ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}C) {#sec0070}

Spiny neurons in layer 4 of the rat SSC were clearly identified into three types based on the characteristic features of apical dendrites -- tufted (L4_TPC), untufted PCs (L4_UPC) (L4_TPC & L4_UPC together named L4_PCs) and stellate cells (L4_SSC).

**L4_TPC** (layer 4 tufted PC): vertically projecting apical dendrite, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a small tuft, multiple oblique dendrites before tuft formation.

**L4_UPC** (layer 4 untufted PC): vertically projecting apical dendrite, no tuft formation, multiple oblique dendrites emerged proximally in most cases.

**L4_SSC** (layer 4 spiny stellate cell): vertically projecting apical-like dendrite more frequently branching but having a radial length not much longer than basal dendrites, no tuft formation, forms multiple oblique dendrites fewer than those of L4_PCs.

The apical dendrites of the three spiny neuron types in layers 4 typically did not reach layer 1, occasionally, reaching the inner half of layer 1.

### Neuromorphometric description ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}) {#sec0075}

Quantitative analysis was based on 3D reconstructions of the three types of layer 4 neurons (L4_TPC, n = 44; L4_UPC, n = 33; L4_SSC, n = 12)

Soma {#sec0080}
----

L4_SSC had smaller somata than L4_TPC and L4_UPC. Sizes of somata of L4_TPC and L4_UPC were similar.

Basal dendrite {#sec0085}
--------------

On average, L4_TPCs had 6 basal dendrites while L4_UPC and L4_SSC types had 5 basal dendritic trees. All 3 types of L4 spiny neurons had an average of 3 branch orders per dendritic tree with a maximum branch order of 5. The basal dendrites of L4_TPCs appeared to have the longest total length, which was significantly longer than those of L4_UPCs. Compared with the L4_TPC and L4_UPC, L4_SSC was characterized by curved basal dendritic segments as indicated by a significantly higher tortuosity. Furthermore, the total surface area and volume of the basal dendrites of L4_SSCs appeared the smallest among the three types of L4 spiny neurons, suggesting that the basal dendrites of a L4_SSC may receive less synaptic inputs.

Apical dendrite {#sec0090}
---------------

The apical dendrites of all three L4 spiny neuron types were vertically oriented towards the pia. However, the vertical extent of L4_SSCs' apical dendrites (191 ± 14 μm) was significantly shorter -- only 32% and 45% of the extents of L4_TPCs (547 ± 23 μm) and L4_UPCs (451 ± 23 μm), respectively. Further quantification of the maximum horizontal extent, total length, surface area, volume, segment number, and maximal branch order of the apical dendrites demonstrated that the size of an apical dendrite was the biggest in L4_TPCs, intermediate in L4_UPCs and the smallest in L4_SSCs. Similar to the basal dendrites, the apical dendrites of L4_SSCs also had notably curvier segments. L4_SSCs had an average of 4.5 oblique dendrites, significantly less than the oblique dendrite number of two types of L4_PCs (averagely 6.4 oblique dendrites per cell).

Axon {#sec0095}
----

Despite the fact that axonal minor collaterals of PCs were severed due to the preparation of brain slices, the axons of L4_SSCs appeared significantly different from the two L4_PC types. The total length and surface area and volume as well as the segment number of the L4_SSC axon were significantly greater than those of the two L4_PC types. But the average length of axonal segments of L4_SSCs was significantly shorter. These quantitative results together represented a rich local axonal cluster, corresponding to the L4_SSCs' locally denser axonal cluster that primarily remains within one column ([@bib0140]; [@bib0495]). In addition, the branch angles were significantly different among the three types of L4 spiny neurons, indicating different axonal branch patterns of individual types.

In a previous study using thicker brain slices (500 μm thick), three anatomical subclasses of layer 4 excitatory neurons, largely corresponding to the three types identified in the current study, have been defined ([@bib0495]). As reported, the spiny stellate cells (L4_SSCs) confine their axonal arbors to the local microcircuit of their origins. Since more axonal minor collaterals are obtained from thicker slices, the difference between the axonal clusters of other two types becomes more evident. The pyramidal neurons, corresponding to the L4_TPCs, have many transcolumnar branches extending into neighboring microcircuits; the star pyramidal cells (L4SPCs, corresponding to the L4_UPCs), have axonal arbors showing both a columnar component and transcolumnar branches containing the highest bouton density. Consistent with this previous study, the bouton density of L4_UPCs (22 ± 1 boutons/100 μm) was significantly higher than those of L4_TPCs and L4_SSCs (19 ± 1 and 18 ± 1 boutons/100 μm; both P = 0.02) in the current study.

Pyramidal cells in layer 5 {#sec0100}
--------------------------

### Subjective observation ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}D) {#sec0105}

L5_PCs were identified into four types based on the characteristic features of apical dendrites. Three of them were tufted types, which were further identified according to the tuft size, and the bifurcating pointsproximally or distally along the apical dendrites.

**L5_TPC:A** (layer 5 thick-tufted PC_A): vertically projecting apical dendrite, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a broad thick tuft, multiple oblique dendrites emerged proximally.

**L5_TPC:B** (layer 5 thick-tufted PC_B): vertically projecting apical dendrite, proximally bifurcating into two and each further distally bifurcate into smaller tufts (conjointly forming a thick tuft), multiple oblique dendrites emerged proximally.

**L5_TPC:C (**layer 5 small tufted PC): vertically projecting apical dendrite, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a small tuft, multiple oblique dendrites emerged proximally.

**L5_UPC (**layer 5 untufted PC): vertically projecting apical dendrite, no tuft formation, forms multiple oblique dendrites emerged proximally in most cases.

The apical dendrites of L5_TPC:As and L5_TPC:Bs reached the pia, whereas those of L5_TPC:C and L5_UPC often reached only layer 4 or up to supragranular layers of cortex.

### Neuromorphometric description ([Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}) {#sec0110}

The quantitative analysis was based on 3D reconstructions of the four types of layer 5 PCs (L5_TPC:A, n = 60; L5_TPC:B, n = 38; L5_TPC:C, n = 33; L5_UPC, n = 30).

Soma {#sec0115}
----

As evidenced by the bigger perimeter and surface area, L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B types had significantly bigger somata than those of L5_TPC:C and the L5_UPC.

Basal dendrites {#sec0120}
---------------

The horizontal extent of basal dendritic clusters of layer 5 PC types was approximately equivalent to the width of a local cortical microcircuit (∼300 μm as defined in previous studies ([@bib0205]; [@bib0130]; [@bib0265]; [@bib0315])), except L5_UPCs that had narrower basal dendritic cluster. L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B were bigger neurons, which had a basal dendritic cluster consisting of 7 basal dendritic trees on average. L5_TPC:C and the L5_UPC were smaller neurons, which had a basal dendritic cluster consisting of 6 dendritic trees. Similarly, L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B types had a max branch order of 6 yielding one more compared with two small L5PC types that have a max branch order of 5. All types of layer 5 PCs had an average of 4 branch orders per dendritic tree except of L5_TPC:C yielding 3 branch orders on average.

Compared with the small types (*i.e*. L5_TPC:C and the L5_UPC), the basal dendrites of large L5_PCs (*i.e*., L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B) were significantly greater in the total length, surface area and volume and the number of segments, but shorter in segment length. This implies that the basal dendrites of large L5_PCs are constructed with a higher number of shorter and thicker segments while the small L5_TPC:Cs and the L5_UPCs are constructed with a lower number of longer and thinner segments. Large L5PCs have, therefore, a significantly greater basal dendritic surface to receive synaptic input in comparison with the two small types.

Apical dendrites {#sec0125}
----------------

The maximum horizontal extent of apical dendrite was wider than the width of a cortical column (∼300 μm) in the two large L5_PC types (L5_TPC:A, 356 ± 10 μm; L5_TPC:B, 350 ± 12 μm), but narrower in the two small types (L5_UPC, 216 ± 10 μm; L5_TPC:C, 252 ± 11 μm). Compared with the small types, the apical dendrites of large L5_PCs were significantly greater in the total length and surface area and volume and the number of segments.

The horizontal extent of L5_UPC apical dendrite was significantly narrower than that of L5_TPC:C, which was the narrowest among all the layer 5 PCs. The total length and surface area of L5_TPC:B apical dendrite was significantly greater than that of L5_TPC:A, and the total length of L5_TPC:C apical dendrite was significantly longer than that of L5_UPC. Interestingly, the L5_TPC:C apical dendrite had the longest average segment length, which was significantly longer than those of L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B. The L5_TPC:C apical dendrite also tended to have a lower number of oblique dendrites. A neuron subpopulation similar to L5_TPC:C type has been previously described according to the specific appearance of the apical dendrite as well as the layer-specific axonal arborization and expressing a high level of a transgenic marker protein in mouse cortex ([@bib0005]; [@bib0290]; [@bib0295]).

Axon {#sec0130}
----

The axons of L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B shared similar morphological properties except the tortuosity and branching angles. The tortuosity value of the L5_TPC:B axon was the lowest among all layer 5 PC types, consistent with the basal and apical dendrites of this type. The axon of the L5_TPC:B is, therefore, constructed with relatively straight segments all over different compartments. In addition, L5_TPC:A (15 boutons/100 μm) and L5_TPC:B (16 boutons/100 μm) had bouton densities significantly lower than those of L5_TPC:C and L5_UPC (both: 21 boutons/100 μm). Bouton densities were similar between the two large L5_PC types and between the two small L5_PC types, respectively.

Retrograde labeling of single neurons *in vivo* with recombinant rabies virus has made it possible to reconstruct the complete axonal structure of layer 5 PC types and reveals clear differences in local axonal clusters for different types in the mouse barrel cortex ([@bib0295]). The thick-tufted PCs (corresponding to the L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B in the current study) project their local axons within deep cortical layers, while the slender-tufted PCs (corresponding to the L5_TPC:Cs) and the short untufted PCs (corresponding to the L5_UPCs) have extensive projections to superficial layers. The axons of L5_UPCs are relatively columnar, while those of L5_TPC:Cs have extensive laterally spreading with patchy arborization within layer 2/3. A study using retrograde labeling of single neurons in rat vibrissal cortex with *in vivo* patch-clamp recording and full morphological reconstruction reports that axons of L5_UPCs are about 2.7 fold longer than large L5_PCs ([@bib0390]). In the current study, PCs were reconstructed from 300 μm thick brain slices, where the laterally spreading axonal processes have been largely severed during the slicing procedure. Compared against *in vivo* labeling, morphological measurements obtained by *in vitro* labeling were obviously underestimated, particularly with respect to the maximum axonal extent, segment number, the total and segment length, surface area and volume.

Pyramidal cells in layer 6 {#sec0135}
--------------------------

### Subjective observation ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}E) {#sec0140}

The L6_PCs had the most diversified morphologies of apical dendrites, which granted a classification of as many as six PC types.

**L6_TPC:A** (layer 6 tufted PC_A): vertically projecting apical dendrite, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a small tuft, multiple oblique dendrites.

**L6_TPC:C** (layer 6 tufted PC_C or ***Narrow PC***): a narrow-looking TPC - vertically projecting apical dendrite, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a small tuft, often more oblique dendrites than other PC types.

**L6_UPC** (layer 6 untufted PC): vertically projecting apical dendrite, no tuft formation, multiple oblique dendrites.

**L6_IPC** (layer 6 inverted PC): vertically inverted apical dendrite projecting towards white matter, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a small tuft, multiple oblique dendrites.

**L6_BPC** (layer 6 bitufted PC): vertically projecting apical dendrite, distal onset of tuft formation, forms a small tuft, multiple oblique dendrites. In addition, a big inverted dendrite often slightly obliquely projecting downwards, distal onset of tuft-like formation, forms a small tuft-like plexus, multiple oblique dendrites.

**L6_HPC** (layer 6 horizontal tufted PC): horizontally projecting apical dendrite, distal onset of tuft-like formation branching into a few tuft branches, forms a few oblique dendrites.

The apical dendrites of layer 6 PCs often reached the layer 4 or supragranular layers, but very rarely reached layer 1. L6_TPC:As and L6_UPCs could be termed *typical PCs* because of the similarity of their apical dendrites with the TPC and UPC types in other layers. The remaining types of PCs were specific for layer 6, and identified by distinct morphologies of their apical dendrites.

The L6_TPC:C type corresponds to the corticothalamic cells that have been extensively characterized among all layer 6 PCs more recently with optogenetic techniques ([@bib0400]; [@bib0035]; [@bib0235]; [@bib0080]). At a first glance, L6_TPC:Cs resembled L6_TPC:As, but had notably narrower overall structures (also named *narrow PCs*), which were composed of a small basal dendritic cluster, a narrow apical dendrite and a cluster of predominant vertical axonal minor collaterals directed towards the pia. L6_TPC:Cs typically had a small tuft reaching layer 4 or 5, rarely layer 1. Their axons projected towards white matter with a main axonal collateral while gave out minor collaterals projecting upwards within a cortical columnar range, barely horizontally projecting towards distant cortical regions. In contrast, the horizontally extending minor axonal collaterals were common for all other types of PCs in layer 6.

L6_IPCs had no typical upward apical dendrite, instead, a big dendrite inverted towards the white matter and branching more frequently than a typical basal dendrite. They also had a particular axonal initiation, either at the side of the soma facing the pia, subsequently looping and extending downwards, or at an inverted primary dendrite with certain distance away from the soma. These morphological features were consistent with previous reports ([@bib0350]).

L6_BPCs had a typical apical dendrite oriented towards the pia, with or without a small tuft and a big inverted dendrite oriented vertically or obliquely towards the white matter that branched more often than a typical basal dendrite, resulting in a 'bipolar' somatodendritic appearance. L6_BPCs have been reported in a few previous studies ([@bib0220]; [@bib0590]).

The apical-like dendrites of L6_HPCs were not typically oriented upwards, but extended horizontally with a couple of more branches than other basal dendrites.

Interestingly, different types of PCs were found almost all oriented obliquely or even horizontally in the bottom part of the layer 6 (corresponding to layer 6b) (data is not included due to small samples).

### Neuromorphometric description ([Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}) {#sec0145}

The quantitative analysis was based on 3D reconstructions of the six types of layer 6 PCs (L6_TPC:A, n = 26; L6_TPC:C, n = 18; L6_UPC, n = 23; L6_IPC, n = 27; L6_BPC, n = 32; L6_HPC, n = 7).

Soma {#sec0150}
----

The somata of L6_HPCs appeared to be the biggest and were significantly different from other PC types in layer 6. The somata of other types were not significantly different from each other in both perimeter and surface area.

Basal dendrites {#sec0155}
---------------

The basal dendrites of L6_TPC:Cs were unique among the layer 6 PCs in that they comprised the lowest maximum horizontal and vertical extensions and segment lengths, but contained the highest number of dendrites that were very tortuous. The maximum horizontal extent was about as wide as only half of a cortical column width. Correspondingly, the total and segmental length, surface area and volume of L6_TPC:C basal dendrites were the smallest among all layer 6 PCs. Therefore, the basal dendritic cluster of L6_TPC:C consists of a higher number of small narrow trees with short, tortuous segments.

In high contrast, L6_HPCs appeared to be another unique type, having the biggest basal dendritic cluster among all PCs in layer 6. The dendritic extents of L6_HPCs were 1.6--2.5 fold horizontally, and 1.7--2.9 fold vertically larger than other types. The maximum horizontal extent of the L6_HPCs was wider than the width of a typical cortical column (*i.e*., 300 μm). In addition, the basal dendrites of L6_HPCs were characterized by the lowest dendritic tree number and tortuosity, and smaller branch angles. Consequently, the basal dendritic cluster of a L6_HPC consisted of a few large trees with long, straight segments.

With the exception of L6_TPC:Cs and L6_HPCs, other layer 6 PC types had on average 5--6 basal dendrites per neuron, although the L6_BPC had 4 dendrites on average plus a big inverted one counted as an inverted apical-like dendrite.

The basal dendrites were almost the same between L6_TPC:As and L6_UPCs, with a significantly smaller local spline angle in the latter. Taken together, the total dendritic length of L6_TPC:As and L6_UPCs were greater than all other layer 6 PCs, except HPCs.

Apical dendrites {#sec0160}
----------------

Consistent with the basal dendrites, L6_TPC:Cs also had a unique apical dendrites, which was the narrowest among all layer 6 PCs, with the highest maximum branch order, tortuosity as well as the highest number of oblique dendrites. Together, these features represented a narrow apical dendrite of L6_TPC:Cs with many curvy oblique and tuft branches.

The apical arbors of L6_HPCs were largely consistent with the features of their basal counterparts, having the widest maximum horizontal extent, longest segment length and the lowest number of segments with the lowest maximum branch order.

Despite the notable difference in the tuft, quantitative measurements of apical dendrites were similar in L6_TPC:As and L6_UPCs, except the maximum horizontal extent and the number of oblique dendrites. L6_TPCs had a wider maximum horizontal extent with a higher number of oblique dendrites and a wider maximum horizontal extent that appeared due to the tuft structure.

The apical dendrites of all layer 6 PCs in the SSC mostly reached layers 4 and 5, occasionally reaching layers 2 and 3, and almost never reaching layer 1.

Compared with the L2_IPCs ([Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}), the inverted dendrites of L6_IPCs were bigger as evidenced by significantly greater horizontal and vertical extends and longer segment length. But the basal dendrites of the two types of inverted PCs were very similar in almost all measured parameters except that the basal dendrites of L2_IPCs had more branches.

Axon {#sec0165}
----

In contrast with highly diversified dendritic morphologies, quantitative analysis of the axons of all layer 6 PCs in brain slices demonstrated that they appeared largely similar, with the exception of L6_TPC:Cs. Consistent with the basal and apical dendrites, L6_TPC:C also had the narrowest axonal cluster as evidenced by the smallest maximum horizontal extent approximately equaling to the width of a cortical column. Correspondingly, the maximal and planar angles of L6_TPC:C axons were significantly bigger than those of other layer 6 PCs. In addition, the density of boutons along the axon appeared to be the lowest in L6_TPC:Cs (17 boutons/100 μm) and the highest in L6_HPCs (22 boutons/100 μm), significantly different between these two. Otherwise, the bouton density was similar among the other types of layer 6 PCs, ranging from 19 to 20 boutons/100 μm on average.

Discussion {#sec0170}
==========

Different morphological classes of cortical PCs have characteristic properties in intrinsic electrophysiology and synaptic innervations in both local and distal neuronal networks ([@bib0520]). The PCs in infragranular layers have been studied most intensively.

Layer 5 PCs distinguished by the morphology of their apical dendrites have distinctive projection targets as reported previously ([@bib0465]; [@bib0170]; [@bib0190]). Layer 5 PCs that contain thick apical dendrites with prominent terminal arbors in layer 1 (corresponding to the large L5_PCs or L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B in the current study) project to subcortical targets including the superior colliculus *via* the cerebral peduncle, the pontine nuclei, the pretectal area, the thalamic matrix, and to the striatum. Neuron types with shorter and untufted apical dendrites (corresponding to the L5_UPCs) project to the contralateral cortex. In an *in vivo* study on intracortical pathways in vibrissal cortex for whisker motion and touch, the functional differences of large and small types of L5_PCs have been examined in behaving rats ([@bib0390]). Large types of L5_PCs reliably increase spiking preferably after passive touch while small types of L5_PCs carry motion and phase information during active whisking, but remain inactive after passive whisker touch. Although the large types of L5_PCs appear to share the same long-range projections to subcortical targets ([@bib0295]), the L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B types have clearly been distinguishable not only in their morphology but also in their electrophysiological properties and synaptic physiology in rat medial prefrontal ([@bib0565]) and sensorimotor cortices ([@bib0145]). In the ferret prefrontal cortex, L5_TPC:A neurons are characterized by a single thick-tufted apical dendrite, exhibit accommodating firing of action potentials (AP), and are interconnected with depressing synapses. Whereas, L5_TPC:B neurons are distinguished by dual apical dendrites, display non-accommodating AP discharge patterns, and are hyper-reciprocally connected with facilitating synapses displaying pronounced synaptic augmentation and post-tetanic potentiation. It appears that L5_TPC:A and L5_TPC:B neurons form distinct synaptic sub-networks respectively within the local prefrontal neocortex ([@bib0565]). Sub-networks composed of homogenous PCs have also been reported in the layer 5 of rodent neocortex ([@bib0300]; [@bib0055]). Comparatively less intensively studied, the projections of layer 5 PCs with a small tuft (corresponding to the L5_TPC:Cs) have been reported only in a few studies ([@bib0005]; [@bib0290]). Using a retrograde tracer with recombinant rabies virus to fill full-structures of layer 5 PCs, it was found that L5_TPC:C like cells project to contralateral targets ([@bib0295]). In another study, two groups of L5_TPC:C-like neurons projecting to the striatum and corpus callosum, respectively ([@bib0180]). Callosal L5_TPC:C-like cells have significantly shorter apical dendrites and are usually found in the upper part of layer 5 (corresponding to layer 5a).

Layer 6 PCs project strongly to the thalamus, the claustrum, other ipsilateral cortical areas and the contralateral hemisphere ([@bib0050]; [@bib0520]). An *in vivo* tracing study reported that the somatic, dendritic and axonal morphology reliably predict the main projection targets of the axon, enabling a classification of layer 6 PCs according to their long-range projections ([@bib0590]). Cortico-cortical cells (CCs), that have ipsilateral long-range axonal minor collaterals and project callosally to the other cortical hemisphere, have a big inverted primary dendrite (corresponding to L6_IPCs) or an apical dendrite (corresponding to typical PCs including L6_TPC:As and L6_UPCs). Cortico-thalamic cells (CTs), projecting to the specific and/or unspecific thalamic nucleus, also have an apical dendrite, but the axonal arborisation within the cortex is spatially confined, not much wider than the extent of its apical dendrite (corresponding to narrow PCs, *i.e*., L6_TPC:Cs). Similar cell types of CT and CC neurons have also been reported in another study, in which the CT cells correspond to narrow PCs (L6_TPC:Cs) and the CC1 and CC2 cells correspond to L6_TPC:As and L6_UPCs respectively ([@bib0255]). Most claustral (CL) projecting neurons have two major dendrites, an apical and a big basal dendrite (corresponding to L6_BPCs). In recent years, CTs have been extensively studied using transgenic labeling techniques combined with optogenetics ([@bib0400]; [@bib0035]; [@bib0235]). The narrower appearance of CTs in both dendritic and axonal clusters has been reported as the most striking feature different from all other types of excitatory neurons in layer 6 ([@bib0400]). Injections of fluorescent retrograde tracer *in vivo* into multiple subcortical and cortical axon-target regions revealed that L6_TPC:Cs were specifically thalamus projection neurons while other layer 6 PCs have multiple distant projecting targets (unpublished data).

Interestingly, different types of layer 6 PCs are also distinguishable in their intrinsic and synaptic dynamic properties ([@bib0520]). Electrophysiologically, both CCs and CLs display powerful spike frequency adaptation while CTs display a weakly adapting firing in a near tonic firing pattern; In terms of the synaptic dynamics in the local neuronal circuits, CCs innervate other pyramids much more frequently and stronger than CTs do; CCs and CLs frequently innervate other PCs, but very rarely innervate interneurones, contrasting the case that CTs rarely innervate other PCs, but frequently innervate interneurones in layer 6. A combination of transgenic and optogenetic approaches has demonstrated that layer 6 plays an important role in gain control of synaptic transmission across cortical layers ([@bib0400]; [@bib0035]), and also differentially modulates neuronal activity in different cortical layers ([@bib0235]). The function of this gain control is based on the synaptic innervation from CTs (corresponding to narrow PCs or L6_TPC:Cs in the current study) to fast spiking inhibitory neurons (*i.e*., basket cell family, BCs) in layer 6 as well as in other layers ([@bib0400]; [@bib0035]). CTs differentially modulate synaptic activity in different layers ([@bib0235]), forming facilitating synapses on PCs and BCs and Martinotti cells in layer 5, and PCs in layer 6, but depressing synapses on BCs in layer 4 (unpublished data, also see ([@bib0025]; [@bib0570]; [@bib0080]). The anatomical features of narrow somatic, dendritic and axonal morphologies could endow CTs with the specificity for the signal processing within a primary cortical column, which can be evidenced by the exquisite tuning of the activity of CTs to orientation and direction information ([@bib0550]; [@bib0160]). By virtue of being the largest neuronal population consisting of about 65% the total excitatory cells in layer 6 ([@bib0400]) and having the ability to fire APs at high frequencies ([@bib0355]), CTs could be actively involved in cortical processing by converging facilitating and depressing synaptic inputs onto postsynaptic cells ([@bib0025]; [@bib0080]).

In the study on the granular layer of the somatosensory cortex, L4_SSCs have been distinguished from L4_PCs distributed together within barrel columns, whereas only L4_PCs are distributed in the septa regions between barrel columns ([@bib0045]). L4_SSCs and L4_PCs show different synaptic properties even within the same barrel column. L4_SSCs show strong responses with almost constant amplitudes *in vivo* to stimulation of principal whiskers, whereas L4_PCs depress subsequently although showing an initial amplitude similar to L4_SSCs and the postsynaptic responses of septum-PCs are initially much weaker and depress subsequently ([@bib0045]). Consistent with these results, as revealed by patch clamp recording of monosynaptic connections from brain slices, L4_SSCs form strong synaptic connections almost exclusively with neurons located within the same barrel ([@bib0335]; [@bib0140]; [@bib0405]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0470]). These results indicate that L4_SSCs function predominantly as local signal processors within single barrels, which is basically determined by their dendritic and axonal structures restricted within a barrel column. By contrast, L4_PCs (including L4_TPCs and L4_UPCs) connect with neurons not only within the same barrel column but also from neighboring barrels ([@bib0470]).

In terms of the afferent thalamocortical innervation, L4_SSCs receive input signals from the VPM nucleus ([@bib0095]), and are more strongly influenced by thalamocortical synaptic input than other PC types in layer 4 ([@bib0030]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0495]), while L4_PCs in septa receive afferent input from axons originating in the PoM nucleus ([@bib0250]; [@bib0070]). Having greater dendritic surface area and denser local axonal clusters around somata, L4_SSCs as a majority population in layer 4 could form an efficient local synaptic network, which is fundamental to amplify weak thalamic inputs and relay thalamocortical signals for information processing across different layers within the same barrel column. On the other hand, L4_PCs could form weaker but broader synaptic networks to input from sources within and outside the same barrel column to synchronize network activity across barrel columns. This capability of L4_PCs depends upon their dendritic and axonal structures that often extend into multiple barrel columns and septa. According to previous studies, L4_PCs predominantly give out commissural and associative axonal collateral projections ([@bib0575]; [@bib0075]; [@bib0305]), suggesting the involvement of these L4_PC types in the network activity at a whole brain level.

The correlation between specific cell types of layer 4 and long-distance projections has been reported in a study on primary visual cortex (V1) of macaque monkey with injections of a fluorescent protein expressing rabies virus into the middle temporal (MT) or the secondary visual cortex (V2) ([@bib0380]). It was found that L4_SSCs of V1 are the majority of neurons projecting to MT, and L4_PCs are the majority of those projecting to V2.

Compared with PCs in infragranular and granular layers, the correlations between specific populations of cell types and local and long-distance afferent inputs or efferent projections have been less extensively studied in the supragranular layers of neocortex. According to previous studies, L2_PCs are involved in cross-columnar integration ensembles, whereas L3_PCs participate in intracolumnar circuits in sensory cortices ([@bib0480]; [@bib0500]). In terms of the afferent innervation, L2_PCs and L3_PCs preferentially receive different thalamocortical input from POm and VPM respectively ([@bib0360]). L2_PCs are likely to receive POm input on their apical tufts and probably lack VPM input, whereas L3_PCs receive strong input from the VPM on their basal and apical oblique dendrites, and apical tufts. It can be expected that a wider apical architecture is crucial for L2_TPC:B to not only contribute to cross-columnar information processing but also to provide a broad apical domain to receive input from POm.

In accordance with the fact that the long-range axonal projection of PCs is an important feature useful for the classification of cortical and subcortical principle neurons ([@bib0290]; [@bib0295]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0015]), in recent years, new approaches combining different optical imaging techniques and long-range axon labeling with transgenic techniques and virus injections have been gradually developed, which make it possible to reconstruct single neurons with long-range axonal projections at whole brain level ([@bib0585]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0155]). Although it is not yet sufficient to make a systematic study of PC classification in any specific cortical region so far, these approaches are useful for more accurate identification and differentiation of single or multiple long-range axonal projections and for a quantitative mapping of distal projecting targets of those PC types that can be sparsely labeled. It is expectable that a brain atlas of rodent animals will be eventually built at a single neuron resolution in future, which would be fundamental for biologically detailed simulations of neuronal microcircuitry of brain regions and ultimately of the whole brain ([@bib0325]).

As the last to be addressed, the composition of PC populations as well as the somatodendritic morphological features of individual PC types in each layer may change at varying degrees depending upon the developmental stage, the functional cortical region and the species of animals ([@bib0195]; [@bib0105]; [@bib0485],[@bib0490]; [@bib0110]; [@bib0115]; [@bib0320]). In terms of development stages, pyramidal cells in the cortex have developed with relatively complex, highly branched basal and apical dendritic structures after a fast overall growth before the age P14 ([@bib0580], [@bib0440]). At the subsequent stages to adults, it is featured with the slow localized growth by thickening mainly on intermediates or lengthening mainly on terminals accompanied by the retraction on different segments ([@bib0440]). While the proposed approach in the current study largely holds true for basic PC classes across primary sensory cortices, more complicated diversity of somatodendritic morphologies has indeed been revealed in different primary cortical regions. For instance, L3_PCs having an early bifurcating apical dendrites without tuft formation are found in primary visual cortex of monkey ([@bib0425]); The apical dendrites of a layer 6 PC type frequently reach layer 1 in the visual cortex ([@bib0400]). Furthermore, the somatodendritic structures, especially the apical dendrites, of PCs in higher-order association regions become more complex, resulting in the composition of PC populations significantly different from primary cortical regions ([@bib0565]; [@bib0530]; [@bib0225]). In the prefrontal cortex where no layer 4 exists, all PCs in layers 2, 3 and 5 have a tufted apical dendrite. Especially, those having a broad tufted are found at a rate of 100% in layer 2, 55% in layer 3 and 27% in layer 5 respectively. Even in layer 6, 33% of PCs form a simple tuft in layer 1 ([@bib0530]). On the other hand, afferent and efferent diversification can result in multiple sub-divisions of the same morphological type of PCs within the same layer. For instance, morphologically indistinguishable PCs in the same cortical layers have been found to receive different inputs and send different outputs ([@bib0005]; [@bib0290]; [@bib0135]). This kind of complicated neuronal diversity would be better explored with molecular techniques such as single cell transcriptomics ([@bib0415]; [@bib0515]), which is out of the discussing category of the current study.
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